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Tutorial Cloudy day Hoodie 

Cut out all parts. Sew color blocked sleeves if you chose that option. 

Add binding to the pocket openings, I use a edge binder. The pocket opening should look 

like this when done.
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Put the pocket piece, right side down to the wrong side of the front piece. Measure from 
the binding edge so both pockets end up at the same height. I use temporary fabric glue to 
keep the pocket pieces in place while I sew.

Use a decorative stitch and sew from the wrong side. Makes it easier to get both seams in the 
same place. 

Put front-, back- and sleeve pieces with wrong side up like pictured. Pin all the parts right 
sides together then sew the seams.
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After all the pieces are sewn together it should look like this. Put it aside for now and we 
will sew the hood.

I chose to line the hood. I have 2 pieces of the lining fabric and 2 pieces of the outer fabric. 
Put lining pieces right sides together and outer fabric right sides together.

Sew the outer seams. they should now look like in picture 2.
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Get your main piece again, mark out the middle of the neck.

The lining fabric (blue) is placed right side to wrong side of the sweater and the outer 
fabric (brown) right side to right side of sweater.

The sweater should be sandwiched between the hood lining and outer fabric.

Sew the 3 layers together.
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Right sides together, line up the seams at the arm pit, the sleeve and the bottom of the 
sweater.

Sew the sleeve and side seams.

When both sides are done it should look like this.

Now for the cuffs. Fold the sleeve cuff in half, right sides together and sew down the 
long side (picture 2). 

Then fold it in half so the seam is on the inside of the cuff.
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Put the cuff in the sleeve, right sides together, line up the seams. Pin to keep in place then 
sew.

It should now look like this.

For the waist band, fold it wrong sides together. Find and mark the middle on both the 
shirt hem and the waist band
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Right sides together, with the raw ends meeting. Start with the middle pin, then the edges. 
After that it is just a matter of folding the sides to the middle, finding the next middle point, 
pin and so on until you are comfortable with the amounts of pins.  

Sew in place, stretching the waist band (but not the sweater) to fit, and it should look like this.

With the sweater right side out it is now time for edge binding.

I pin the hood so it does not move out of place.

Then I start by the waist band on one side, all the way around to the other 

side. 
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The little piece at the end i fold over to the wrong side and glue in place, then I just sew it 
down with a straight stitch.

As you can see I've put something at the back of my presser foot. This is just to make it 
easier sewing the thick piece down.

Cut off the excess of the binding on the back.

Measure out where to place the buttons, about every 4 cm.
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Here is a tutorial for adding a zipper by @madebyulle. 

Image 1: Finished cardigan. 

Image 2: Fold the little extra piece down towards the front of the zipper. 

Image 3: Use fabric glue on the zippers right/front side. 

Image 4, Pin the zipper in place on both sides.
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Image 5: Start with sewing the top down first, put something behind the presser foot to make it 
easier.

Image 6: Using your zipper foot, sew the zipper in place from the righ side. 

Image 7: Sew the other side, Open the zipper up a bit, sew about 15 cm. 

Image 8: With needle down, lift the presser foot and pull the zipper up past the foot, then 
continue sewing. 

Image 9: Cut off the little extra piece of the zipper at the top. 

Image10: Shows how it looks after cutting it off. 

Image11: Top stitch the outer end of the zipper down. 

Image 12:  How it looks on the wrong side after top stitching.
Done! Ida Georgiou 2017-09-01

Translation: Linda Christianson 


